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I. INTRODUCTION I

As a sound wave propagates throirh n f)OlyatoniO gas

the Acouetic energy Is found to diminish. +his looni of en-

ergy iS mainly attributed to the attenuation due to the Vi8-

coslty, the heat conduction, and the molecular relaxation of

the gas. For a large portion of the frequency spectrum,

the viscous and he-t conduction effeots are small compared

to the molecular attenuation. The source of molecular ab-

sorption of sound in a gas Is a lag in adjustment between

the internal energ'y states of the molecules and their energy

of translation. During a condensation of a sound wave, the

temperature of the gas rises. This excess translational

energy watase some of the molecules to acquire a quantum of

energy which raises them to a higher internal energy state.

The molecules of a gas require on the average a certaln

time to acquire nnd then lose their quanta of energy; this

time is known as the relaxation time of that particular

state.

Molecular absorption is dependent on the relative

values of the relaxation time and the )eriod of the sound

wave. For low eonio frequencies, thz period between con-

densations is long compared to th- relaxa tIn time and no

lose of ncoustio energy occurs. For extremely high sonic

/ Ii
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frequencies, the period between condensations is not of suf-

ficient duration to permit much energy to be transferred to (
internal moues. Consequently, the los of acoustic e.argy

per wavelength is small. However, the absorption per cm

is still appreciable due to the large number of wavelengths

per cm. For those frequencies where the period is of the

same order of' magnitude an the relaxation time, a large

lose in acoustic energy per wavelength will occur. Hence,

one would expect the molecular attenuation per wavelength

to be a maximum at Intermediate frequencies and to become

smaller as the frequency Is either increased or decreased.

The relaxation time of a gas Is depevdent on the

number of collisions per second and on the effectiveness

of each collision. Since the rate of collision Is propor-

tional to the number of molecules present, the relaxation

time can be controlled by the pressure of the gase. This

pressure dependence can be used to adjust the relaxation

time so that the maximum absorption of sound per wavelength

will occur in any desired frequency range.

This dissertation is concerned with the measurement

of the molecular absorption of sound In CO2 , in CS2 . and in

C2H4, and also In mIxtures of these gases. The absorption

of sound in gases can be measured by the Interferometer

method, the resonance sharpness method, the direct method,

and the tube method. The latter method was chosen as it is

readily adaptable to both frequency and pressure control;
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it can be designed to use a relatively small sample of gas

whioh simplifies the drying and purification problem, it can

be made vacuum tight, and It oan be designed to give a suf-

ficiently strong signal for measuring the attenuation of

gases which are highly absorptive.

.1
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I!. HISTORICAL SURVEY Op ATTENUATION

The classical abeorption of sound in a gas Is oaused

by the viscosity and the heat oonductior of the gas. This

subject was first studied by Stokes and Kirchhoff. Lord

Rayleigh 1 discusses the classical attenuation in detail and

given for the attenuation coefficient of the sound pressure

*t(I - (1)

where . Laplace' sound velocity
(adiabatic)

,6 Newton's sound velocity
(isothermal)

1/' = Thermomatrio conductivity

- kLinematic shear viscosity

: (for a perfect gas)

-- * 71 f Angular frequency

By Including the above definitions and the equation of

state for a perfect gas eqaation (1) can be written in a



form more usable for experimental work

a"4 L7,, vj (2)

where R * gas content

T a, temperature
N - molecular weight of gas

A - viscosity
X: Heat conduotivity

Cy specific heat at constant volume

- ratio of the speoific heats

f - acoustic frequency
p - gas pressure

The above expression will be discussed further in the sec-

tion concerned with experimental results.

As far back as 1911# the eau.elents of Neklepajew2

Indicated that for air the absorption could not be explained

entirely by viscosity and heat conduction. Later measure-

ments by Abellos Orossuman, Pierce, 5 Rich and Pielemwlero

and Knudsen7 gave further evidenoe that the classical ab-

sorption had to be modified. In the early part of thi cen-

tur',y Jeans developed a classical molecular theory which

considered the lag in adjustment between the internal energy

states of the molecules and their energy of tremlation, He

indicated that this effect could explain the anomalous ab-

sorption observed in polyatonio games. In 1920, linstein9

developed a theory for the dAmpersiOn of sound In partially

dissociated gases. Although instein was primarily interested

I )
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in determining the rate of dissociation of a gas and no, the

dispersion of sound, his paper has bean the foundation for

other papers using Lhe thermodynamrical approach to the

theory of sound absorption and dispersion in gases. In 1928,
10

Herzfeld and Rice, expanding the idea of Jeans, developed

a theory for the absorption and dispersion of mound in games.

kieser, 1  in 1931, following Einstein, developed a simpli-

fied theory assuming only the first vibrational state of the

molecules to be activated. Kneser was able to explain the

abnormal absorption of sound in air found by Knudsen.

12
Bourgin, usaig the methods of statistical mechanics, devel-

oped the Herzfeld and Rice theory into its present form.

In his later papers,1 3 he shows the Kneser theory is a spe-

cial case of his more rigorous and more general treatment.

Since the early 19305P a large number of experimental

papers concerned with molecular absorption have been pre-

sented. Only those papers which are pertinent to this dis-

sertation shall be mentioned. Leonard, in 1939, measured

the absorption of sound In CO2 by the direct method. This

method is concerned with the determination of the absorption

as a function of distance. The reduction in sound pressure

In excess of the Inverse distance loss Is the absorption due

,o the gas itself. In the following year, Pricke1 5 measured

the absorption of sound in five triatomic gases. He com-

pared the sound pressure of pure nitrogen to that of various

mixtures of nitrogen and the gas under test using a micro-

-Jk--- M\
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phone at a fixed distance from a sound source. In 1942,

Prick Io measured the absorption and dispersion of sound in

CO. and N20 and also in mixtures of each gas with nitrogen

by the direct method.

I



III. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

Holeoular Absorption

Bourgin13 has developed an expression for the sound

absorption per wavelength for a mixture of two absorbing

gases. As pointed out by Prick, the original paper con-

talned soma typographical errors causing the expression to

be dimensionally incorrect. Tif corrected expression is

.2 1YLW # 9 ,A 5 C8
~~~~~ ~~~~ - /(, ,L ::--) + .,}., .. ] )

1v 2 16tmssun rqec

where R -z as ntnstyabort ofiint per wave-

N w number of moleoules pr unit volume of the
mixture

A wnumber of? molecules per unit volume of gas A

B &number of molecules per unit volume of gas B

CA =vibrational specific heat per mole. for gas A

CB wvibrational speotfic heat per mole. for )a B

Ci =vibrational opeoific heat per mole. for the

mixture

-k w pecific heat per sole of the mixture at
Infinite frequency

8\
-: (3
C'.8J

wher A~~ inensty asortio coeficent er ave
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4-A is pr~portioral to the reoiprocal of the re-
laxation time for gas A

is proportional to the reciproual of the re-laxation time for &as B

Friok has shown that by regrouping Bourgin's expression for

2A and 1% and making use of Boltzmann's Distribution Law.

it is poa qible to write_ ,

,,z;- -L / _ e r
* 77)

where TI A -Relaxation time for gas A

TioB - Relaxation time for gas B

A " Characteristic temperature for gas A

B " Characteristic tetaperatire for gas B

The above equations assume only one mode of vibration

to be active in sound absorption; hence, they oannot be used

rigorously to calculate the relaxation time. However 5 for

most gases the mode of vibration corresponding to the lowest

characteristic temperature contributes a lerge percentage of

the vibrational specific heat; consequentlyp it sees reason-

able to calculate the relaxation time using this particular

value of the characteristic temperature.

For the special came of a single absorbing gas,

j



A N, B a 0, and ZB - D equation (3) becomes 
y

)(6)

When equation (6) is plotted against the logarithm of the

frequency a bell shaped curve r6sults having a maximum ab-

sorption per wavelength

-- _,/_-- t (')

a4 an angular frequency of

When equation (8) is substituted back in equation (6)

which is identical with the expression for the absorption

per wavelength developed by Kneser.

Another special caae of Bourgin's equations (3) in

when the vibrational specific heats for each gas are small

9 4
I



compared to the specific heat of the mixture at infinite

f requency. (i.e. //C61I. . Une j _hese

circumstances equation (3) reduces to

This expression shows that the total absorption per wave-

length Is the sum of the effects due to each gas Independent-

ly.

Although for the gas mixtures used in this disserta-

tion the above approximations are not strictly valid, the

experimental results, which are discussed in a later sections

appear to be In approximate agreement with equation (10).

Determination of Specific Heat from Spectroscopic Data.

A check on the measured absorption coefficient can be

made by calculating the pertinent constants of the gas from

spectroscopic data. A reasonably accurate value of the spe-

cific heat can be obtained if one assumes the molecule acte

as a harmonic oscillator and the interaction between rota-

tion and vibratiton is negligible. The specific heat at

constant volume can be determined as followsi

CV T
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where 0 T - number of degrees of freedom for tranolation
X - number of degrees of freedom for roation

vib -specific heat due to vibratloni

where - -;0 W1iplictty of tile .L- - energy level

contribution to the specific heat due to th. e
mode of vibration

The following paragraphs will be ooncerned with the

explicit form of D(. The partition function for a

sUngle vrode ( 'Vi) of vibration oan be written an

00 - 9

where 9, characteristic temperature of the 11h mode of
vibration

The above notatin is rather misleaeing with respect to the

role of the multipliolty. When p1 m 1, the series represen-

tation of the partition function in

However, for p, 2, the series Is repeated and the result-

ing product gives

- ,/ - ,/ ,/
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From thermodynsics, the specific heat way be written

as A function of the partition funotion

(C,,4) A.i. , 27J 2
(12)

Qt/0 , 4-)v,,,1 ,,, -2 tj

The above expression may be used to determine the oontribu-

tion to the specific heat of any number of harmonics of a

particular mode. If one is interested in the kpeoifto heat

due to all the harmonics of a particular mode the above

expression for Q can be put in closed form.

7/

When this expression for Q in put in equation (12) It becomes

(. )) -)  (13)

which i the function P( ) we set out to determine. The

use of equations (12) and (13) will be demonstrated in the

section on results.

1
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Attenuation Due to the Tube

For many yearn tubes have been used ani a egnas of

producing and guiding plane acoustic waves. In 1868,

Kirchhoff developed an expression for the attenuation of

aound due to the theiwn&l and viscous losaes at the walls of

the tube. In the notation of Rayleigh

T ) r

where(

C ./ LAplace's sound velocity (adiabatic)

--Newton's sound velocity (isothermal)

kinematic shear viscosity

thermometric conductivity

radius of the sound tube

Squation (14) can be written in a form more usable for ex-

perimental application

wher all symbols have the same meaning as for equation (2).

Many investigations of the tube effect have been reported in

J~~~~~



the llterature. 7 -2 The majority agree the Kirohhoff equa-

tion Is correct as to dependence on the radlus, frequevoy,

and pressureo in additioni, most of the Investigators found

the measured tube effect to be greater than that predicted

by Kirohhoff's equation. This difference between the calcu-

lated and the observed attenuation ranges from a negligible

amount to as much as 15%.

Since the tube method was employed for all attenuation

measurements for this dissertation, the effect of the tube

was of importance. An uncertainty in the tube effect arg-

ing from 0% to 15% could cause an error In the attenuation

per wavelengh of as much as s . Consequently, It was do-

aided to measure the tube effect. As can be seen from equa-

tion (15) both frequency and pressure may be used an para-

meters. Since the Xirohhoff theory is restricted to plane

waves, the frequency is limited to those values below the

out-off frequency of the first non-plane mode. For a cylin-

drical tube the out-off frequency for the first sloashing

mode as given by Horse2 3 is

z - (16)

where C - velocity of sound in cm/sec
r - radius of the tube In om

At atmospheric pressure and even at the upper limit of fre-

quency, the magnitude of the tube attenuation is a relatively

\~

N )



slmall quantity nnd offers some difficulty in mea-1nring. Con-

llnequently, the use of an apparat.us in whichl preasure can bQ

controlled is advantageous. All other factors being equal,

a reduction of pressure by a factor of i00 gives a 10 fol.d

Increase in irajntude of tjie tube effect and a corresponding

increase in accuracy of experimental measurement. The results

of these meauements are discussed in the section on reoults.

./



IV. APPARATUS

The apparatus used for this investigation Is shown in

the photograph on page 18 and is also shown in schematic for

in Figure 1. The speaker in moved with respect to the mioro-

phone by a magnet which surrounds the sound tube. The sound

pressure is recorded as the distance between the speaker

and the microphone is varied. The slope of this record yields

the attenuation coefficient. In addition a measure of the

sound velocity is simultaneously made by measuring the dis-

tance between points of equal phase. These measurements

are repeated for various values of the sound frequency and

the gas pressure. A detailed description of the various com-

ponents of the apparatus is given below.

Speaker.

In order to use the tube method for measuring the

absorption, either the speaker or the microphone nat be of

the movable type. The decision to allow the speaker to

move eliminated the possibility of using a oonventional

speaker. Therefore, the design and development of a speaker

small 'nough to fit inside a small bore tube was initiated.

The desired properties for the speaker werei reasonable

output from 2 to 10 kc without heting more than about 2° Oa

not over 1.60 cm in diameter, oapable of moving freely

) )
----- 9.
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inside a glass tube, mountod in a manner to avoid trana-

m.ttin mechanical vibrat1ion to the g. hss tube, mado of a

material which would not react with the gases to be tested I
or outgas In n vacuum, and coupled to a signal generator in

such a manner as to minimize electromagnetic radiation. The

speaker which finally evolved in of the ribbon type. The

xvibbon is made of 1/4 mil aluminum foil. The foil is mounted

on the speaker housing by a tapered tefelon ring which fits

snugly around the front end of the speaker housing. The rib-

bon is corrugated to eliminate any cluaoe of stretching as

the ring is pushed in place. Electrical energy is fed to

the foil by an air core transformer. The primary is a coil

of 115 turns of lu gauge copper wire. The secondary consists

of 3 turns of 14 gauge copper wire. The secondary is mounted

at the rear of the speaker housing and at a sufficient dis-

tance from the foil to be out of the region of strong mag-

netic field. This was done so as to reduce any mechanical

vibration caused by the interaction of the magnetic field

with the current flowing through the transformer. A large

magnet carried on a cart which i. guided by tracks running

parallel to the sound tube is umed to supply the magnetic

field for the ribbon. The pole pieces of the magnet are two

pairs of truncated cones designed so as to concentrate the

magnetic field into two separate regions. The major field

is applied at the ribbon to interact with the current flow-

Ing in the ribbon, thus causing it to vibrate ani serve as
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n sound source. The remainder of the magnetic field in

concentrnt.ed At a point 7/8 of an inch behind the ribbon. (
At this point a steol pin 1/i inch in diameter and approxi-

mately 0,0 inches long is mounted on the speaker housing and

in a direction parallel to the magnetic field. This serves

as a coupling between the speaker and the magnet which

causes the speaker to follow any movement of the magnet. The

speaker housing is made of glass to insure against outgassing

and any reaction with the gases to be tested. To perxmit

evacuation of the sound tube with the speaker in place and

also to eliminate any change in gas pressure when the speaker

is in motion, the speaker roil is allowed to fill only 2/3

of the crosa-sectional area of the tube and the speaker hous-

ing is made in the shape of a hollow cylinder. To minimize

the transmission of vibration from the speaker to the glass

mound tube, rubber "0" rings with a tefelon cap are used to

support the speaker in the sound tube. The rubber serves as

a vibration insulator and the tefelon cap reduces the fric-

tional drag of the speaker on the glass sound tube. The

photograph on page 22 shows the speaker in its normal posi-

tion within the sound tube.

Microphone.

As all acoustic measurements were made on gases at

pressures much less than atmospheric, a problem arose as to

the best method of connecting a microphone to the sound tube.
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A merabrane bh4tweoo the microphone and the rarifled gac u

the eOund tubt, wnea trlod. However, the acou;tic lanzoo

due to tho poor Irpedanco match were too great. To elim-

inate the need ror, a) membrane, a apecial nacrophore was

designed which served both an a Bound pickup and as a win-

dow for the sound tube, The microphone it of the condenser

type. The minrophone head wna tade from a Bolid right

cylinder of aluminum which was machined to give a diaphragm

of .006 inch thickness. The head is threaded to fit a brass

block which servos as a connector for the two sections of

the sound tube and the microphone. All conneotions were

deslioud to give a mrimum change in croe-sectional area of

the sound tube in orde to reduce sound reflections from the

microphone. The connections are sealed with Apiezon A black

wax.

The backing plato was made adjustable. The spacing

betwetn the diaphragm and the backing plate was adjusted

while the sound tube was evacuated to give approximately

l4/6f oapacltance. A standaerd 640 AA pre-nmplifier iz uaed

in conjunction with the microphone. The compliance of the

diaphragm is such that the microphone cuts off when the gas

pressur in the sound tube approaches 300 m of mercury.

Although the sensitivity of the microphone is a function of

pressure, no problem it) encountered as only relative values

of sound pressure at a fixed gas pressure are required for

any particular deteimination of the attenuation coefficient.

\2
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Likewise, the frequency response of the microphone and the7

accompanyirg electroriio equipment ia not an important factor

ao all measurements for a particular run are made at a fixed

frequency.

Sound Tube.

The sound tube was made of glass tubing. The tube was

selected from a large group because of its lack of taper and

its circular cross-section. The radius of the sound tube was

chosen as a compromise between the correction necessary to

oompensate f-or the tube effect and the highest frequency

permitted before other than plane waves would propagate Ik,

down the tube. As was shown in the previous section the mag-

nitude of the tube attenuation Is inversely proportional to

the radius, hence a large radius would be desired to mini-

mize the correction for the tube. On the other hand, the

smaller the radius the higher the cut-off frequency of the

first non-plane mode, hence a higher limit for the usable

frequency range of the apparatus. Therefore, a tube radius

of .. 14 1 Qm was chosen. The total length of the sound tube

is 120 cm of which approximately 50 cm may be used for

measuring attenuations. Fach end of the sound tube is ter-

minated with a cone or pyrex wool to eliminate reflections.

These terminations and the dceign of the microphone holder

eliminate most reflections; however, at a few isolated fre-

quencies a slight standing wave pattern is observed on the

i )
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!ir~ds .the at,'r'ohonp.

ipft.ki.' to the Found tube was .-)ne of the most Lff'Leut ex-

perlmentRI pr(ob1',hms tri Aollie. As mnentioned LI. =L1 secti~on

on tho .pe..fv, a mointing of rubbr and tefeion .i used

to rduoe tila vlhratl6n. However, this .ou;'ting ,ai not

adopqito. t6 e.ilmfnate all vibrtI.n. Therefore, a rubber

.Ink wvs A lnartd between the microphone and the section of

tho moutnd tubf Jr which the speaker traveled. Thi lin waus

M&Ar .d 8o S not to alter tne arosa-sectional area of the

Soiinl t,ibh orl al.so to maintain the vacuum tih.tness of the

isyltoffi, it eonsiuted of a rubber washer held in compres-

t.ir, nrid sealed l th a rubber sleeve.

jap_1iandllug, Uyvbem.

In order to insure purity of the gas under test, all

onhnteattoa rrtom tie sas source to the sound tube are vacuum

tiglit. This entailed a number of mAetal to glass seals and

metal to metal seals. The rormer were made by taking a hollow

hrnaim cylinder the base of which was drilled to fit a copper

tite which wts silver soldered to the brass. The copper tub-

ing waa plactd cncoentri with the hollow brass cylinder and

rxt.r.nd A htnIf inch above the cylinder. The glass tubing

'/
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which fitted with approximately .010 inch clearance in the

brass cylinder was then sealed in place with Apiezon A black (
wax. The metal to metal seals were made by coWverting a

standard copper tubing fitting to tighten down on a rubber

"0" ring thus giving a removable vacuum tight seal. A

standard gas cylinder is used as the reservoir for CO2 . A

50 ml. glass flask with a i:*opcock Lid a tapered joint is

used as a reservoir for the liquid CS2. A specially designed

pressure flask made of brass is used for storing the liquid

C2 U80. The gas handling system consists of three 1000 al

flaskal two are designed for drying the gases and the third

is used as a storage flask into which the gases are admitted

for mixing. All flasks and gas reservoirs are controlled by

appropriate stopcocks or valves and are connected so any one

of them may be opened to the sound tube or to the vacuum

PUMPs.

A Welch Duo-Seal mechanical pump is used as a fore

pump and a small Distillation Product VMP 5 p=p is used as

a diffusion pump. During the period of testing the vacuum

system, an ionization gauge was used to measure the pressure.

Now that the vacuum system is tested, two thermocouple gauges

are used to measure the pressure before each gas sample is

admitted to the sound tube for test. During the acoustical

146., Was & a yrv...ur io det;srman~id vy a Duumvin Vaouus

Gauge for pzressues ranging from 1 to 20 mm of Hg. and by

a closed end mroury manometer for pressures above 20

• ' I
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of HS.

ecorder. ;

The recorder used In a Sound Apparatus Company model

FR. For measurements of large attenuation a 40 decibel po-

tentiometer Is employed and for low attenuations a 20 decibel

potentiometer Is used. A Sear and rack system Is used to link

the speaker magnet meohaninally to the recorder drive. The

ratio of the distance traveled by the speaker to ths distance

the recorder paper moves with respect to the recorder pen

was measured and is checked periodically. The acoustical

response of the recorder was checked and found to be within

the accuracy of the distance measurements.

21 gatrioal Arrasgement'.

A Hewlett Packard model 205A Audio Signal Generator

in used as the electrical source for the ribbon speaker.

The signal from the generator Is amplified by a standard

power amplifier and is fed to the primary of the air core

transformer which serves as a coupling to the speaker. The

sound signal then passes through the gas under test and

Is picked up by the condenser microphone. The microphone

4nal is then transmitted to a Western Eleotro-Aooustic

laboratory Condenser Microphone Complement type 100 B. The

signal then passes through a variable L.C. filter and to *

Hewlett Paokard Aplifier model 450 A. The signal is then

fed to the rooorder and also to a Hewlett Packard Vacuum

l I
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Tube Voltmeter model 400 C, and then to a Du Mont Onoillo-

graph type 208 B.

In order to determine the wavelength of the sound I
simultaneously with the measurement of the attenuation co-

effioent, a signal from the miarophone and a signal from

the, audio generator are put across the vertical and horizon-

tal ple ,'e of the oscillograph respectively. The two sig-

nals form an ellipse on the soope soreon which opea and

closes as the distance between the speaker and the micro-

phone is varied thus permitting wavelength measurements.

! " 1

I
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V. EXPERIKM4TAL PROClDITEH

The room I.n which these experiments were made was

well insulated and therostatioally controlled to witlin

20 C. The average room temperature during tests ws 230 C.

The entire system, including the sound tube and the Ses

handling system up to the gas reservoirs, was first evacu-

ated for 48 or more hours. The vacuum was then checked by

the thermocouple gauges to insure outgasaing had stopped

and no leaks were present. The gas to be used was then

admitted to the drying flask (in the case of CO2 and CS2 )

or to the drying flask minus drying agent (in the ease of

C2 H4O). The gas remained in the drying flask for 48 or more

'hours during which time the pumps were still on the sound

tube. One hour before a run was to be made all *leotronio

equipment was turned on to insure frequency stability of the

generator and also to allow the sound tube to come to tex-

persture equilibrium. The gas was then admitted to the sound

tube at the minmum pressure for which a signal was obtained

sufficiently above the noise level of the system. The gas

pressure was then measured and recorded. The signal oner-.-

ator was set at the high limit or the frequency range. The

recorder was then started which in turn caused the speaker to

move away from the aicrophone. As the soiud prossure versus
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distance record w s being made, the osoillosoope was watched

and at each closure of the ellipse the record was Indexed.

After the speaker lad traveled its I"lal distance from the

microphone the recorder was stopped. The recorder mutor was

then reversed and another run was made in the opposite di-

xreation at the same pressure and frequency. The frequency

of the generator was then lowered and another pair of runs

was made. This continued until the frequency range was

spanned and then the gas pressure was Increased and the entire

process repeated, This was continued until the entire fre-

quency over pressure range was covered. These tests were

ade in the minimum time possible to reduce any shift in the

absorption ourve due to changes In Impurities present in the

tube.

The records of the sound pressure versus distanoce were

then analyzed. The slopes were measured and the distances

between Indices were determined. The measured slope, K,

and the wavelength,,/A , were tabulated against the correspond-

Ing value of pressure and frequency. Shese data were then

corrected for the tube effect and the classical absorption.

The tube correction was calculated from equation (15) using

the appropriate constants and the corresponding values of

p wt, -. The calculated value wase hen

v.ltiplied by the experimental factor of 1.045. The alas-

sical correction was deterwined by inaerting the proper gas

constants and the corresponding values of frequency and pres-



sure into equation (2). The two corrections were subtracted

from the measured attenuation coefficient leaving the at-

tenuation ooefficlent of the sound pressure due solely to

the phenomena of molecular absorption In declbeln per om.

This value was then multiplied by the measured wavelength

to give the attenuation per wavelength. In order to compare

this value with the theory, the conversion factor from decl-

bels to nepers had to be applied. To convert from pressure

attenuation to intensity attenuation a factor of 2 was em-

ployed. Therefore, to convert the measur-ed attenuation co-

efficient to the intensity attenuation per wavelength the

following procedure was employed.

oe C ~- (< - .() (17)

where c - attenuation due to molecular absorption in db/cm

- attenuation measured experimentally in db/om

-oe - attenuation due to the tube in db/om

o- attenuation due to viscosity and heat conduc-
tion in db/cm.

A - measured wavelength in am

,,4<- intensity attenuation coefficient per wavelength

The yalues olfr7  were then plotted against the

logarithm of the ratio of frequency over pressure in kilo-

cycles per atmosphere. These curves will be presented in the

next section,

I' ..



V1. EXPERIMENTAL MFJUM]S

Tube Effect.

Both air and nitrogen were used to measure the tube

effect as they exhibit only a negligible amount of molecular

absorption in the frequency over pressure range of interest.

The gases were first dried over P205 for 48 hours, and then

the attenuation coefficient was measured. The procedure used

for these measurements was identlcal to that described in the

previous section. The classical absorption was subtracted

from the measured attenuation leaving the attenuation due

solely to the tube. Two runs were made for each gas. The

results of these tests were plotted against the ratio of

frequency over pressure in Pigures 2 through 5. The beat

straight line was drawn through the experimental points.

Averaging the two curves for air, the best straight line is

expressed by(f.

when f is expressed In kilooycles and p Is expressed in mm

of g. In order to compare thin experimental value with

the theoretical expression, equation (15) must be used

A I J

cx' ~
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The constants for air at 230 C are

K = 5(,.7 x 10 "0 Cal/om-sec-dog

- 182.1 x 10 "0 polises

- 1.403

Cv - ,,171 cal/gm
= 1.82

r - .841 om

This results in

- .263 (f/p)l/2 db/cm

Hence the Kirohhoff equation is low by 4.5% for the glama

tube used.

Per the ease of nitrogen, the expression for the

average of the two straight lines is

Ca.271 (r/p)l/2 db/o.

and again, ivwing equation (15) and the following constants

for nitrogen at 230 C

K - 56.7 x 10 "6 cal/oei-sec-deg

- 176.5 x 10-6 poise

Cv - .176 cal/gm

X F- 1.83

one obtains for the oalculated tube effect

-.259 (,-/P)l dM./ou
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anl this is found to be 4.6% lower than the observed value.

As mentioned In the previous discussion of the tube

effect, many investigations ooncerning this problem have

been made. The results of these investigations indicate

that the Kirchhoff equation is lower than the observed value

by a factor rangi g from a negligible amount to s much as

15%. Since the magnitude of the tube effect measured by

this writer Is considerably larger than that measured by the

other Investigators, it is felt these results ae probably

more accurate. Consequently, the tube correction used

throughout this work was determined by multiplying the value

calculated frm equation (15) by tha experimental factor

of 1.045.

Hgsurements onCO.

The (0 u ed .az of the ooImolal grade and was con-

tained in the usual pressure cylinder. Thi gas pressure was

controlled by a regulator which was terminated with a Hoke

needle valve. A oopper tube was used to connect the cylinder

to the CO2 drying flask. The regulator and copper linie were

flushed with CO2 before they were connected to the system.

The system up to the regulator was then evacuated. After a

sufficient time, CO was admitted to the drying flaisk which

was partially filled with P2 05 . The CO2 was allowed to re-

main in oontact with the drying agent for 48 or more hours.

Du1ring the drying period the flask was periodically rotated
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to break up any crusting of the P205 so as to increase the

drying rate.

The dry CO,, was then admitted to the sound tube and

the measurement of attenuation coefficient and wavelength

were made. The measured attenuation coefficient was then

corrected for the tube effect and for the clg:aical absorp-

tion. The tube correction was determined by using equation

(15) and the followirg constants for CO2 at 230 C.

K - 36.6 x 10- cal/m-sec-deg

) 1J,7 .1 x 10-6 poises

* 1.3o

v - .157 oal/gm

K 1.59
V

After application of the experimental factor of 1.045# the

tube correction became

c-<V - .234' (f/P)1/2 db/cm

where f - frequency in ko

p - pressure in mm of Hg

The classical correction was calculated from equation

(2) using in addition to the constants previously isted

M- 44.0 pm

C m 27,000 cm/sec

11 ~j.'Ix i0'

T 2960 A
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thus giving for ti)* olassioal correction

f2
Q .00092 1 db/om

who. f - frequernoy in ko

p - pressure in mm of Hg.

After all measured attenuation coefficients were cor-

reoted, they were converted into the intensity attenuation

per wavelrngth,.,iC. The values oft , werse then plotted

against the logarithm of the ratio of frequency over pres-

sure and are iahown in Figure 6. The solid curve was deter-

mined from Bourgin's expression for a single gas, equation

(6) . , , C.+ C4 _ _

using the following constants

CA - l.8b9 oal/mole

Co- 4.993 cal/mole

R - 1.986 oal/mole

A - 1.571 x 10 5 Sao- 1

The determination of these constants is explained in the

following paragrapho.

in order tc detf-i r equation (6)

one must consider the speetroscoplc data in the aimer dis-

cussed in the section on specific heats, The characteristic

temperature is deteritrned from the wave number of the mode

-si
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of vibration by

ho~ 1.439V(

The contribution to the vibrational specific heat for each

vibratioral mode is determined by equation (13)

The total specific heat at constant volume can then be comr-

puted frow equation (11). Since CO2 is a linear molecules

it has only 2 degrees of freedom for rotation. The specific

heat at constant voiume then ite

Cv - !- + Cvib

The specific heat at infinite frequency is determined by

- C, - CA

where CA is the vibrational specific heat contributed by

those mode& of vibration which are aotivated by the presence

of the sotumd wats. CA Is deteuiried by using the partition

function in series form. The series Is mad* up of only those

harmnios of a particular mode which are sonically activated.

The partition function is then differentiated twice and the

resulting expressions are substituted in equation (12). The

sm of the contributions of each mwde gives the vibrational



"peacifto 1eat ,juo to "in .iound wave. Taule T shows the M- I]

aultI of ,-alculations for CO.., When the calculated valueos 4
for the specific neate are put tnto equation (7) one finds

the theoretical value of the waximuu attenuation pr a&ve-

length to be

max a.5

This calculated value of 4-f oomp.res well with the experi-
max

mental value of Pigure #. To determine the final aonrtant

required for equation (6) one must use the experimentally

deterrined frequency of maximum absorption in equation (8)

X/-d

Now that the value of A is determined, on* can calculate

the relaxation time by using equation (4)

/- -.

In recapitulation the. results for CO2 are as follows:

k... - .255

ftax *33 kc

A - 1.571 x .0
5 se0l

10 A .1 x 0 ec

Te theoretical curve fits the experimental data beat If one

.7



TABILE I

SPECIFIC HEAT DETERMINATION FOR CO2

Mode of W(cV .o 0

Vibration (4) (deg) oal/sole

V2 667.3 960.2 1.766

1 , 1 i85.5 1849.8 .128*
1388.3 1997.8

L,(2. 1932.5 2781

2076.5 2988

3 2349.3 3381 .003

1.897

/ ~ ~Le * e

CA - 1.869 aal/mole

cv  6.862 aal/mole

Cm - 4.993 cal/ mole

C Contribution due to 1/1 mode only.
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assumea the sonioally activate vibrational modes are tlk

first two hamonims of the deformation mode and the funda-

mental of the uynwe'crioal valence mode. It then follows

that

0j - 1.869 oal/mole

C,- 4.993 oal/sole

The reproducibility of results for CO2 was good. The

results for three Individual curves for CO2 were

IL -. 255 at 33 ko
mlax

(.i - .253 at 37 ko

--"ax = .255 at 35k o

The value of,/".,, compares well with that of Leonard

(amax = .251) and of Prick '(Max a .249); however, it is

much higher than that of Frioke (Max a .230). The probable

reason for this difference Is that Prioke measured the at-

tenuation in CO2 diluted by nitrogen and extrapolated to the

condition of 100% CO2 . Prick has shown this extrapolation

to be in error with a result that the attenuation coeffi-

cients are too low. Since the frequency of maximum absorp-

tion increases at a rapid rate with an Increase of Impurity,

one would expect a wide variation in fmax pwith the lowest

value being closest to the true value. The value of fax

measured by Loonard varled from 30 to 45 ic, that measured by

(I
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Fricke was 20 kc, and that measured by Prick wad 23 ko.

easuremente on Q3.

The CS, used was in the liquid state and "sI the pur-

eat obtainable- from the Braun Corporation. It was purified

by vacuum distillation and then dried with P205. During the

final distillation the vapor was condensed in a 50 ml. flask

which was closed by a stopcock and connected to the teat ap-

paratus by a taper Joint. Because CS2 attacks stopcock

grease, rubber, and wax, the vapor was permitted to remain in

the sound tube only long enough for measurements to be made

and was then removed from the system with a roughing pup.

Dow Corning Silicone Vacuum Orease wan tied in place of the

normally used Apiezon N vacuum grease# for the liquid

reservoir rAnd also for the drying flask where the CS2 was

held for: a oonsiderable time. Although the CS2 slowly at-

tacked the si cone grease also, it was found the absorption

peak was not affected. The entire system up to the CS2

reservoir was evacuated for 48 hours. The pressure was then

checked to insure outgassing had stopped and no leaks were

present. The reservoir stopcock was then opened P&nd the CS 2

stopcock was evaporated into the drying flask until the

pressure in the flask was equal to the vapor pressure of CS2

at 230 C. The vapor was permitted to be in contact with the

P205 for 48 or more hoitrs. The dried gas was then admitted

to the sound tube and the measurements of' attenuation and



wave lengtlh were made.

These data were then oorrented in the same marier an (
those for 002 . The constants ueod for CS2 were:

K - 17.4 x I0 "0' cal/cm-sec-deg

( - 99 x 10 - 0 poises

Cv - .1?icl
CV".21 al/gm'

Y' - 1.28K ' r
- 1.45

After applying the experimental factor, the tube effect was

found to be

f- .189 (f/)l/2 db/om

where f - frequency in kc

p - pressure in mm of Hg.

The claosical absorption correction was determined from

equation (2) using in addition to the constants listed above

M - 76.0 gm

C n 20,300 cm/sec

T - 296' A

thus giving for the classical correction

c - O005 f2 /p db/cm

where f - frequency in kc

p w pressure in mi of HZ.



After all measured attenuation coeffliolents were corrected,

they were converted into tkie intensity attonuatlon per wave- (
length and plott)d against the logarithm of the ratio of" fre-

quency over pressure. TheBe datA are shown in Figure 7. Again

the solid curve was deter nlned by using Bourgin's equation

(6), where the constants used were

CB - 3.679 cal/mole

CVa- 5.197 cal/mole

- 1.986 cal/mole

2B - 1.576 x 106 mec - I

The above constants were determined from the spectro-

soopic data as was done for CO2 . Table II gives a tabula-

tion of these results for CS2 . When the calculated values

for the specific heats are put into equation (7) the theoret-

ical value of the maximum attenuation por wavelength is

411- .383

which Is in good agreement with the experimental value of

114 a w .382. The final constant required for equation (6)max
is 2B which is determined by using the experimental value

of fma. in eqution (8)

= : / , 7 J ," e c, _-
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TA, LE II

SPECTFIC 1WAT DETERMINATION FOR CS2

Mode of Wave No.
Vibration 1 vip )( v) (o c''  de al/,l

172 396.7 570.9 2.94o

2 jf2  796.0 u45.O

3 V2  1190.1 1712.6

4 2 586.8 2283

V1  656.5 944.7 .905

2 1fI 1313.0 1889.0

V 3  1523.0 2192 .066

3.911

- ..ze , 4h + v - M /J, j~'

C 16/ _:: /I(e Y.

CB - 3.679 cal/mole

Cv - 8.876 cal/mole

Coo- 5.197 cal/mole

_
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Wit~h th value of dotermined, the relaxation time may bo

calculated using equation (5)

In recapitulation the results fox, CS2 are as followsi

< - Max " .382

fmax W 403 kc

6 -
B 1.570 x 10 goo-6

TIO B - .727 x 10"6 sec

The theoretical curve fits the experimental data beat if one

assumes the sonloally activated vibrational modes are the

first three harmonics of the deformation mode and the first

two harmonins of the symetrical valence mode. It then fol-

lows that

CB - 3.679 cal/mole

C- 5.197 cal/mole

The reproducibility of the results for CS2 was good.

The results of four separate runs were

j,-. - .382 at 403 lic

(f max " .381 at 4O2 ka

Imax " .387 at 404 kc

k(max - .392 at 4o04 ke

t
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The only othier moasuzri'eents rnide on CS whioh could

be found In the literature are those of Fricke. His values
were ( .40u and f " 3'(9 kc. lwoause CS was some-

Ma X max2
what out of the frequency range of Fricke's equipment, he

was able only to moaa,.t.e the absorption coefficient for the

lower 1/3 of the curve. This resulted in some uncertainty

in his values of the peak height and peak frequency.

Measurements on Mixture. of GO', and CS

The gases used were prepared for test in the manner

described in the previous two sections. The concentration

of each mixture was determined by filling the storage flask

to a certain pressure with CO2 and then CS2 was added until

the final pressure was such an to give the desired ooncentra-

tion. The two gases were allowed to mix by diffusion. The

thoroughness of the mixing was checked by periodically taking

samples from the storage flask and checking the reproduoibil-

Ity of the measured velocity. It was found approximately

one hour was required for adequate mixing of the -wu g-ee at

room temperature. The mixture was then admitted to the sound

tube and the attenuation coefficient and the wavelength were

measured for the complete range of frequency over pressure.

The tube correction was determined by assuming the wall

losses for each gas were proportional to its concentration.

Similarly, the classical correction was determined by multi-

plying the correction for each of the pure gases by their
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redpective concentratton and taking the sum as the total

correction. Heasurements waro made for ooncentrations of

CO2 in C32 varying from 100% to 0%. 'he results of these

measurements are shown in Figurest 8 through 13. The dotted

line .*epresents the beet fit of Bourgin's theoretical curve

to the experimental data, and the solid line is the theo-

retical curve determined from equation (3). The calculation

of the solid curve and a comparison of it with the experi-

mental results will be discussed in a later' section. As

Figures 8 through 13 show , there is a pronounced shift in

peak height and peak frequency as the concentration of CO2

Is reduced. The shift in peak height with concentration of

CO Is shown in Figure 14, and the shift in peak frequency
2

with concentration of CO2 is shown in Figure 15.

Weasu-ements on Ethylene Oxide.

In order to make this dissertation more complete,

measurements on another mixture of absorptive gases was

deemed necessary. To beat study the effect of mixtures, the

relaxation times of the two gases should be as different as

the range of the equipment will permit. Since the relaxa-

tion time for CO2 is such as to cause the absorption peak

to fall at the low end of the frequency over pressure range

of this equipment, it would be advantageous to choose another

gas whose absorption peak would occur near the high end of

the frequency over presnure range. Of the gases considered
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for this secoond mixtur'e, ethylene oxide wan cosen becautie

the molecule is more complex than CS,, thus offeri. a con-

trast between the two mixtures, ant] also since a prellminary

test on the gas gave evidence the absorption peak would oc-

cur near the high end of the frequency over presoure range.

The ethylene oxide used was of the highest purity avail-

able from the :_atman Kodak Chemical Company. A more elab-

orate drying procedure than that used for CO 2 and CS2 was ne-

ceasary as the ethylene oxide reacted with all the suffi-

ciently effective drying -igentB tried. Consequently, the

liquid ethylene oxide was further purified by vacuum distil-

lation. A glass manifold was used to which three !0 mi

flasks and a specially designed buoju pressure cylinder wore

connected in parallel. The manifold was also conmeated to a

vacuum pump and a mercury manometer. The first flask was

filld under vacuum with liquid ethylene oxide. The remainder

of the system was evacuated. Flask No. 1, with the ethylene

oxide, was cooled to -780 C and pumped on for 2 minutes. The

pump was closed off and flask No. 2 was cooled to -780 C and

flank No. I placed at -400 C. The ethylene oxide was allowed

to distill over until approximately i/A of the original vol-

ume remained, then the stopcock of flask No. 1 was closed.

Flask No. 2 was pumped on for 2 minutes. Flask No. 3 was

cooled to -780 C aLnd flask No. 2 was placed at -400 C. The

ethylene oxide was again allowed to distill u-ntil 1/3 the

volume remained in flask No. 2. Then flask No. 2 was clooed

II



off and the p,,up was put on flask No. j for ': minuteo The )
brass pressure cylinder was next cooled to -76 ° C and flask

No. 3 wan placnd at -400 C. The ethylnie ox~do wan again

allowed to distill over unt1l 1/13 of the volume remained in

fl&dk No. 3. The pressure cylinder was closed off and trans-

ferred from the manifold to the acoustic apparatus.

The purified ethylene ox!de was then admitted to the

sound tube and the attenuation coefficient and wavelength

were measured. Theae results were then corrected for the

tube effect and for the classical absorption. The determina-

tion of the constants required for these corrections offered

some difficulty. However, after an extensive literature sur-

vey a value for the heat conductivity of 25.46 x 10- 6 cal/cm-

sec-dog was found in Chemical Abstracts 39 46 for 1934. The

specific heat at constant pressuro of .2Q1 cal/gm was found

in the Journal of Chemical Physics 8,620, 1950. No value

for the viscosity of ethylene oxide vapor could be found.

However, since the viscosity of a gas is dependent on its

molecular structure and size, the viscosity was estimated

by bracketing it between two gases of similar structure and

size. The two gases used were cyclo-propane (C3H6) with a
-A)

viscosity of 83.5 x 10-6 poise and ethylene (C2 H) with a

viscosity of 97.0 x 10- poise. Since orhylene oxide is mre

similar to the form6r, a viscosity of 88.0 x 10 "' poise waji

decided upon. The ratio of the specific heats was calclated



from thq masurod sound voloctty giving . 1.23. Applying

these contnnts to oquatlon (-V5) and cciuation (2 ), the cor-

rection eqauttlonA for ethy1ene uxide at :3 C are

T - .174 (f/p)i/: db/cm

C - 5.C2 x 10-4 f 2 /p db/cm

when f - firequancy in kc

p - pressure in mm of Hg.

All the measured attenuation coefficients were corrected

and converted to tthe intensity attenuation per wavelength.

The results for C2"40 are shown in Figure 16. The solid

curme was determeined by using Bourgin's equation (b), whbre

the constants used were

CB - 3.107 cal/mole

C-,R b.325 cal/mole

R - 1.986 oal/mole

lot s-1
B - 2.90 x 10 seo

The above constants were determined from apectroasopic

data in the same matrner as was done for CO2 . The ethylena

oxide molecule is made up of seven atoms and thus has 21

degrees of freedom. Since it is not a linear molecule, there

are 3 degrees of freedom for both rotation and translation.

The remaining 15 degrees of freedom ure for- vlbi'aton. Herz-

berg24 concludes that in the ethylene oxid molecule, the

three heavier atoms form an isosceles triangle and the two
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CIL, groups form plancs tt rtght angle to the Cl0 plane. The

modems of vibration for othylene oxide f're as follow3:

Mode Wave Number (cm-i)

C-H itratchIng V1 and V9  3007

V V 3001

CII deformwt'on V2  1 407
V10  14o9

C20 deformation V3  1267
V1 2  863

V5 806

CH group perpendicular
and symmetrical to V4  1120
C2 0 plane but bending 1153
with respect to yz 111
plane

CH groups moving in V7  1379

their plane V11  153

CH groups twisting V 1023
with respect to their
axis of symetry 15 704

Table III gives the results of the specific heat calculated

for ethylene oxide. When the calculated values for the spe-

cific heats are put into equation (7) the theoretical -value

of the maximum absorption per wavelength is

'ItMxM-.258

The calculated value of. mx7  compares well with the experi-

mental value of Figure l. To determine the final conatant

I
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TABlYE III
S PECIFIC HEAT DE2RflMINATIOJ FOi C IIjjO

Mode of Wave No. () (Cvib)tVibr~tlon1
vib(em - I ) (deg) cal/mole

15 704 .1013 .114 .7118

580u ibO .6303 .5789

1 l863 1242 .542u .5108

/8 1023 1472 .3448 .3350

1i4 1120 1612 .2563 .251o

fJ11, I 1.1 1153 1659 .4626 .4524

., 3 1267 1823 .lu0Q .1571

V7 1379 1984 .1098 .1092

S 14.,9 2114 .0803

f 21487 2140 .0753

I/ tj13 3000 4327 .0002

v I 1!9 3061 4405 .0002

3.474 3.107

* The contribution to tho vibratiorAl specific heat due only
to the fundamental of the particular mode of vibration.
This value wan determined by using the partition function
in aeries form in conjunction with equation (12).

CB - 3.107 cal/mole

C, - 9.432 cal/mole
6.325 oal/mole

'I



B requirod for" eqMtion (6) one must use the experimental j
VwIue of the frequoncy of wIxrmur nbsorption In equation (8) (

The relaxation time can now be determined from equation (4)

l,17 /3 _ ( I8/, -e CA'5&1, - .. (- i : ..s , ,~

In recapitulation, tiue results tor C2HiO are as

follows:
'e4. a .259

va x
fmax M 660 kc

B - 2.90 x 166 secd1

TIO - .356 x 10-6 see

The theoretical curve fits the experimental data beat

if one assumes the sonioally activated modes are the funda-
mental of V V V5 0 V7 0 1/8, "11, V..* , 14, and

15' It then follows that

CB - 3.107 cal/mole

Cm - 6.325 cal/mole

The reproducibility of data for C2H0 was good. The

resulto of three individual runs were

I '5
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- .258 at o8O kcmax

Te ta~ .2o0 nt u40J
i . "C .2(00 nt 0140 ko

The literature doea not reveal any acoustic measure-

ments made on ethylene oxide; however, W. Oriffith25 mea-

sured the vibrational relaxation time of a number or 8ames

by using a steady flow of gau through a Jet. He measured the

relaxation time for ethylene oxide at 1.23 x 10-6 Bec. Con-

sidering the accuracy of his method and also the use of the

lowest characteristic temperature only in equatlon (4 ), the

agreement is fairly good.

Measurements on Mixtures of CO_ , and _C-2 '

The Individual gases were prepared for test as de-

scribed previously. The concentration of each mixture and

the corrections were determined in a similar manner to that

used for the C02 - CS2 mixture. The results of measurements

made on mixtures of C02 and C2H40 are shown in Figw-ves 17

through 21. The solid curve was determned from Bourgin's

equation (3). As in the ease of the other mixture, the

peak frequency increases as the concentration of C02 is re-

duced. The peak height in practically constant as the con-

centration is varied because the absorption of each of the

pure gases is almost identical. Figure 22 show. the depend-

ence of the peak frequency on the concentration of C02. A

I
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CompMi.thmz of Figure I. for the CO, - C:;, mixturea with I
i.igvlrc ;?2 for tte co - Cif 4 0 ml.vl ture roVull' for tho liat-

tir mixturO a linear deper)donce of a on concentration,

while for the formor mixture the dependence Is far from

linear,



V1I. COMPARISON OF THEXORETICAL AND EXPERIKENTAL UIJF12S

Figures 6 , 7, and I show the good agreenknt betweeni

theory and experiment for the pure gases, To make a similar

comparison for mixtures of two absorptive games, equation

(3) must be employed. A kmowledge of 2A and Bare r-

quired in order to use equation (3). As mentioned previous-

ly, 2A and 4&B are approximately equal to the reciprocal

of the relaxation times of gas A and gas B respectively.

From a kinetic theory point of view, Z can be thought of

as the transition rate between the excited and the normal

state of the molecules. For a mixture of gas A and gas B,

the number of transitions per second per unit volume for

gas A is given by

2- - Ar +B (19)A 11 12

where A - number of molecule ,er unit volume of San A

B = number of molecules per unit volume of gas B

A 1 -.1 " number of transitions per second per uit volume
of the A type molecules caused by A-A collisions

j3r2 - number of transitions per second per unit volume
of the A type molecules caused by A-B collisions

Correspondingly, the expression for thu transition rRt; per

unit volume for gas B is

t/



I. + A1B3 22~ 2 1

where B f 242 number of transitionu per socond per unit

volume of the B type molecules caused by B-B

collisions

A - number of transitions per uocond por -nit
volume of the B type molecules caused by B-A
collisions

Consequently, to compute A and 2B for various mi.xturos of

gas A and gas n. one must know the value of A r 1i1 B /1,

B [22.' and A /2" For a pure gas, the contribution to the

transition rate due to collisions of different type molecules

ts zero. Therefore, A 7il' and B /2,2 may be determined from

the experimental curves for the pure games. Por a mixture

in which gas A is only slightly diluted by gas B, one may

consider gas B as an impurity. In such a mixture Af i

the basic transition rate and B /2 Is the amount contributed

to it by collisions of A type molecules with B type.

doa - C ~ue

As can be seen from Figure 15, fmax has approximately

a li nar dependence oi concentration near 100% and 0% CO2 .

Consequently, B 112 may be evaluated from the experimental

curve of 91.b% CO2 in CS . The results of applying the ex-

porlmental data to equation (8) and (19) show 13 r - 2.74

x 106. Correspondingly, the experimental data from the

10.7% CO2 curve and equ ition (8) and (20) yield Ar- 1.3

U
M 10 These valuos were then adjusted to allow the maximum
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of the theoretioal curve for the 49.6% CO2 mixture to occur

at the mneaured frequency. The edJuated values or the

transition ratea are

,' - (.157"1x -, 2.70 (-x)l X IQ-

2-1B" [1.576(1-x) + 1.20x] x 106

where x - A/M oonoentration by volume of CO2

(l-x) w B/1 concentration by volume of CS2

Admittedly the above procedure is rather crude; however, It

is the only simple method available for dletermining the re-

quired constants.

Using the above expressions for EA and B in equq-

tion (3), the attenuation per wavelengthy4k, was calculated

for various ratio# of frequency over pressure for the various

concentrations of CO2 in CS2. The results of these calcula-

tions are shown as the solid curve in Figures 8 through 13.

For each mixture the general shape of the experimental

curve compares well with the theoretical. The measured ab-

sorption maxima is slightly higher than the aalculated values

as follows :
%C02 Measured Calculated

%C0 -4 ax j--max difference

91.7 .261 .24T 5 .4
72.6 .297 .291 2.0
66.3 .318 .310 2.5
49.8 .3,3 .320 4,4
25.2 .373 .355 4,8
10.7 o305 .371 3,6

'II
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The diffei~nce between the abborptlon meamured expert-

mentally and that oalculated from Bourgin'a general expres-

sion (3) in slightly greater than the experimental error

which is estimated to be less than 2%.

In general the experimental data for this mixture

were more reproducible and gave smoother curves than for the

CO2 - CS2 mixture. A possible explanation in the CO2 -c2H O

mixture is lean sensitive to alight variations in Impurity

content.

The transition rates for this mixture were determined

in a similar manner to that used for the CO - CS2 mixture.

The experimental data from the 89.9% and 10.8% CO2 curves

were substituted into oquators(8), (19) and (20) and

yielded Bf2, 3.178 x 10 and Af 1 - .315 X 106. These

values were then adjusted to allow the maximum of the the-

oretioal curve for the 49.8% 02 omixture to ooour at the

mesoured frequency. The adjusted values of the trmneIt.on

rates are

A- (.157lx + ,.60 (l-x)] x 106

ZB - [2.90 (l-x) + .315x] x 106

Using the above values for and 5S in equation (3),

the attenuation per wavelength Y ,e0 was calculated for varl-

ous ratios of frequency over pressure for the various

L
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ooncentrations of C02 in C2H4 0. The results of these calcu-

lations are shown as the solid curve in Figures 17 through

21. The agreement between theory and experiment is mach

better for this mixture than for the CO2 - C82 mixture. The

difference between the calculated and the observed attenua-

tion are vell within the experimental error.



VIII. CONCLUSIONS

From the performance of the equipment and the date

obtained from It, the following conclusions are presented.

1) The tube method may be Included in those metYM'.,s

which are capable of' m-aeuring the molecular ab-

aorpti.on of aound In gases.I

2) The apparatus developed haa the advantage of:

a) Accurate control of pressure which shifts th,;

absorption peak to any desired frequency Mra*Ze.

b) Rftqui.±4ng a relatively small quantity of tes,'W

gas, thus reducing the gas purification probi.L.

c) Producing a sufficiently intense sound fielC..

thus oppable of measuring the attenuation in

highly absorptive gases.

Experimental Results.

Th1§ measurements made of the mo!-
.tar absorption cLt

sound In gases and in gas mixtu' 5 ofrtefolwn oi

clusions:

.. rved attenuations for pure C0)2# CS 20ant

C H 0 agree extremely well with the attenuationt

predictad by Bourgin's theory for a single gaz.

2) The observed attenuation for mixtures of CO2 an C3

* Best Available Copy



agree witin 2 to ')- with the attenuation, pre-

dlet.,vd by 11ourgin's theory l'or mlxtur-n of ab-

sort tvm gasen.

3) Vol, the CO,.' - C2H 40 uIxture, the obuerved attenua-

tions agree within thc c.pvricnt=l .:--

than 2%) with the Bourgin theory.

Meaaurements of this type yield in addition to tho

atten ation ooetrlolent InformMtion ooncernin the collision

pammeterm of a gas or gas mLixture. Yor example, the number

or colltions required to remove a quantum of vibrational

energy from a moleoule and the probability of a transition

octiurring di to a single oollision oan be oaloulated from

the experimentally deterulned trmartlton rates# AA III
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